Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Gastric and esophageal cancers are respectively the second and the sixth most common cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide. The only potentially curative option involves resection. Unfortunately, the majority of patients presents with advanced disease or develops metastases after treatment with curative intent. In these patients, palliative systemic chemotherapy improves survival and quality of life, compared to best supportive care \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\].

Combination therapies have been associated with substantially higher response rates and survival compared to monotherapy \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. However, the optimal regimen for first-line palliative chemotherapy has yet to be clearly established and the question whether a three-drug regimen is more effective than a potentially less toxic doublet is a point of debate. A Cochrane review published in 2010 concluded that "two and three-drug regimens including 5-FU, cisplatin, with or without an anthracycline are reasonable treatment options \[[@CR6]\]." This ambiguity is reflected in various guidelines. According to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines of 2015 two-drug regimens are preferred and three-drug cytotoxic regimens should be reserved for medically fit patients with good performance scores and access to frequent toxicity evaluation \[[@CR7]\]. The European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) guidelines of 2013 state that "combination regimens incorporating a platinum agent and a fluoropyrimidine are generally used. It remains controversial whether a triplet regimen is needed \[[@CR8]\]." In recently published randomized trials introducing targeted therapies in first-line treatment, mainly doublets have been used as the backbone chemotherapy \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\], although one trial used a triplet \[[@CR12]\].

Therefore, here we will systematically review the existing literature on triplet or doublet therapy in terms of overall survival, progression-free survival, objective response rate, and safety in the management of advanced esophagogastric cancer.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Search methods {#Sec3}
--------------

A search was conducted at the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), MEDLINE, and EMBASE up to March 2015. The search strategy contained medical subject headings (MESH) and text words for esophageal and gastric cancer and all established chemotherapy compounds in esophageal and gastric cancer. We searched all abstracts from the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and the ESMO conferences held between 1990 and 2014. The research question was registered in PROSPERO in September 2014 (registration: CRD42014014480).

Study selection {#Sec4}
---------------

Randomized phased II or III studies were included. We included studies in abstract form only if information on study design, characteristics of participants, interventions, and outcomes was available in English. We excluded crossover studies and quasi randomized studies. Patients had advanced, recurrent, or metastatic adenocarcinoma of the distal esophagus, gastro-esophageal junction, or stomach. They were not previously treated with chemotherapy (or ≥6 months ago in adjuvant setting). Treatment was defined as intravenous or oral chemotherapy and we excluded targeted therapy/biological therapy. Subgroups were made and named after the third compound that was added to the identical backbone in both arms. One subgroup "other" was created that contained a triplet and a doublet without the presence of an identical doublet backbone.

Data extraction {#Sec5}
---------------

NHM, MA, and EV conducted the search. NHM and EV independently scrutinized titles and abstracts and if applicable the full articles. HvL decided in case of disagreement between NHM and EV. NHM, RM, and EV extracted the study characteristics and outcome data. The primary outcome was overall survival (OS). Overall survival was defined as the time between date of randomization and date of death or last date of follow-up.

Secondary outcomes were progression-free survival (PFS), objective response rate (ORR), and toxicity. Treatment-related toxicity was defined as the highest grade of toxicity per participant. Toxicity data, when available, were recorded if scored as grade 3--4 toxicity.

Assessment of risk of bias {#Sec6}
--------------------------

All selected studies were critically appraised using an assessment form designed for the topic of this review according to the *Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions* 4.2.2 \[[@CR13]\]. Risk of bias caused by the absence of blinded review of CT scans was not scored as high risk, since our primary outcome OS would not be influenced by this parameter. NHM and EV assessed the risk of bias. HvL decided in case of disagreement. If data were missing, we contacted the first author to obtain further information.

Statistical analysis {#Sec7}
--------------------

Survival analysis was conducted using the intention-to-treat population. A fixed model was used to calculate the pooled hazard ratio (HR) estimate. HRs for mortality were combined using an inverse variance method based on a logarithmic conversion; 95 % confidence intervals were used to determine the standard error using according to Tierney *et al.* \[[@CR14]\]. The traditional *Q* test and the *I*^2^ statistic were used to evaluate heterogeneity \[[@CR15]\]. Where heterogeneity levels were moderate or high (defined as *I*^2^ ≥ 50 %), we used a random effects model. We repeated the primary analysis and investigated the influence of risk of bias, continent of conduction of the trial, and studies that compared triplet *versus* doublet without identical backbones, excluding those trials with a high risk of bias score, trials conducted in Asia, and trials of which the backbone was not identical. All meta-analyses were performed with Cochrane Review Manager, version 5.3.

Study outcomes {#Sec8}
==============

Description of studies {#Sec9}
----------------------

We identified 6715 articles from the database search. After duplication, 1490 articles were screened on title and abstract. Of these papers, 1467 were excluded: no randomized controlled trials, reviews, and no comparison of a doublet *versus* a triplet. Twenty-three articles were scrutinized as full text. Finally, 21 randomized controlled studies were included in the qualitative and quantitative analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.)Fig. 1PRISMA flow diagram of literature search and study selection

Twenty-two studies with in total 3475 participants investigating a triplet *versus* a doublet were included. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the characteristics of the studies included in the meta- analysis.Table 1Characteristics of the included studiesStudyNumberArmsEfficacyAgeSexDisease statusECOGOSPFSMedianRangeMaleLAME0--1≥2Median months*N*%*N*%*N*%*N*%*N*%Ajani 2005 \[[@CR16]\]79DTX + Cis + FU9.6NA5721--83537046729579\*1000076DTX + Cis10.5NA5730--766177117595759911Al-Batran 2013 \[[@CR17]\]72DTX + Ox + FU + LV17.39.16965--8151712231506967935771Ox + FU + LV14.46.77065--82456322324968659269Cullinan1985 \[[@CR35]\]51FU + Doxo + MMCNANA60^\#^NA3976203931613263193749Doxo + FUNANA63^\#^NA37761837316333671633Douglass 1984 \[[@CR36]\]39FU + Doxo + Me24.5NA59.543--7628710039100307792346FU + Doxo + MMC29.5NA61.032--81357600461003065163548FU + Me13.5NA62.024--79388000481003572132846Doxo + MMC19.0NA58.033--783780004610028611839Guimbaud 2014 \[[@CR18]\]209Epi + Cis + Cape9.55.36128--8415474361717383169813617207FU + Iri9.75.76129--8115575311517685173842713Kim 1993 \[[@CR37]\]110FU + Doxo + MMC6.84NA5419--776862NANANANA75682321112Cis + FU8.61NA5120--687163NANANANA83742018Kim 2001 \[[@CR38]\]60Epi + Cis + FU8.5NA55NA4575355795549061060Cis + FU7.3NA56NA42703557955388712Koizumi 2004 \[[@CR39]\]335-DFUR + Cis + MMC8.03NA5836--791958NANANANA16481339295-DFUR + Cis5.97NA5837--791759NANANANA2586624KRCCG 1992 \[[@CR40]\]25Epi + Cis + FU6.9NANANANANANANANANANANANANA22Cis + FU4.0NANANANANANANANANANANANANALi 2011 \[[@CR41]\]50PTX + Cis + FU10.6NA5920--74326822462856NANANANA44Ox + FU9.9NA5820--75317017412761NANANANALin 2009 \[[@CR42]\]13FU + Ox + PTXNANA5536--671872NANANANANANANANA12FU + IriNANA5536--671872NANANANANANANANAMaiello 2011 \[[@CR43]\]36Epi + Cis + CapNANA5839--742260NANANANANANANANA31DTX + FUNANA6144--752374NANANANANANANANAPark 2008 \[[@CR19]\]45Cis + Iri + FU10.56.25229--7030670045100388471646Iri + FU10.74.85526--733067004510035781129Roth 1999 \[[@CR44]\]61Epi + Cis + FU9.6NA54NA3761122242782439306161Epi + FU7.1NA56NA42691630408427442956Roth 2007 \[[@CR20]\]40Epi + Cis + FU8.3NA5932--7130757173383401000038DTX + Cis11.0NA5840--7029767183182381000041DTX + Cis + FU10.4NA6135--7830732539954110000Thuss-Patience 2005 \[[@CR45]\]45Epi + Cis + FU9.7NA6333--75368012449844981245DTX + FU9.5NA6234--752964124498429524Van Cutsem 2006 \[[@CR22]\]227DTX + Cis + FU9.2NA5526--791597263213962189931230Cis + FU8.6NA5525--761587163217972219931Van Cutsem 2015 \[[@CR21]\]89DTX + Ox + FU14.67.658NA6169008910087982286DTX + Ox + Cap11.35.659NA6474008610083973379DTX + Ox9.04.559NA51650079100779911Van Hoefer 2000 \[[@CR23]\]133FU + Doxo + MTX6.73.35830--749672221711183117881612134Cis + FU7.24.15724--749168211611384114852015132Eto + FU + LV7.23.35925--74906822171108312091129Wang 2015 \[[@CR46]\]119DTX + Cis + FU10.27.25719--808168302589751159743115Cis + FU8.54.95633--748877262389771089476Yun 2010 \[[@CR47]\]44Epi + Cis + Cap13.86.55535--712864NANANANA40911947Cis + Cap12.76.45833--753472NANANANA4187413*OS* overall survival, *PFS* progression-free survival, *TTP* time to progression, *LA* locally advanced, *ME* metastatic disease, *ECOG* Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status, *NA* not applicable, *DTX* docetaxel, *PTX* palictaxel, *Cis* cisplatin, *FU* fluorouracil, *Cap* capecitabine, *5-DFUR* doxifluridine, *Ox* oxaliplatin, *Doxo* doxorubicin, *Epi* epirubicin, *Iri* irinotecan, *MTX* methotrexate, *MMC* mitomycin C, *Eto* etoposide\*Karnofksi 80-100\# mean age OR

Overall survival, progression-free survival, and objective response rate {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A significant improvement in OS with a low heterogeneity was observed in favor of a triplet (HR 0.90, 95 % confidence interval (CI) 0.83--0.97, *I*^2^ = 29 %). When examining the subgroups, especially the triplets with fluoropyrimidine, taxane and cisplatin showed a significant benefit (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.). Also, a significant benefit was observed for PFS in favor of a triplet (HR 0.80, 95 % CI 0.69--0.93; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which was mainly based on the addition of a taxane to the doublet.Fig. 2When examining the subgroups, taxane and cisplatin showed a significant benefitFig. 3A significant benefit was observed for PFS in favor of a triplet, which was mainly based on the addition of a taxane to the doublet

In addition, the use of a triplet was associated with a better ORR compared to a doublet (risk ratio = 1.25, 95 % CI 1.09-1.44). This was mainly due to triplets with a fluoropyrimidine or taxane (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.)Fig. 4The use of a triplet was associated with a better ORR compared to a doublet, which was mainly due to triplets with a fluoropyrimidine or taxane

Risk of bias and sensitivity analyses {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------

Data on outcome measures and risk of bias were requested from all authors, but unfortunately only 28 % of the corresponding authors provided further information. Risk of bias assessments are shown in supplementary table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Risk of bias assessment

A sensitivity analysis excluding those trials that were conducted in Asia had no impact on the HR (0.90, 95 % CI 0.93--0.97) for OS (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Sensitivity analysis excluding trials on the basis of low quality was not possible due to the lack of data. Instead, studies with "unknown" risk of bias on "random sequence" and "allocation concealment" were excluded in a sensitivity analysis that showed a comparable HR of 0.92 (95 % CI 0.84--1.02) (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Sensitivity analysis excluding those trials that compared a triplet *versus* a doublet without the presence of two identical compounds in both arms showed a lower HR for OS of 0.79 (95 % CI 0.71--0.88 (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"})).Fig. 6Sensitivity analysis excluding those trials that were conducted in AsiaFig. 7Sensitivity analysis excluding studies with "unknown" risk of bias on "random sequence" and "allocation concealment"Fig. 8Sensitivity analysis excluding those trials that compared a triplet *versus* a doublet without the presence of two identical compounds in both arms

Toxicity {#Sec12}
--------

The risk of grade 3--4 thrombocytopenia (6.2 vs 3.7 %), infection (10.2 vs 6.4 %), and mucositis (9.7 vs 4.7 %) was significantly increased with a triplet compared to a doublet (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Toxicity grade 3 or 4Toxicity grade 3 or 4TripletDoublet*N*Total%*N*Total%RR95 % CIHematologic toxicity Anemia10684012.612182314.70.860.68--1.09 Neutropenia543100654.047098647.71.070.92--1.23 Neutropenic fever4638511.94636712.50.950.50--1.82 Thrombocytopenia619866.2379623.81.57^a^1.06--2.31Non-hematologic toxicity Fatigue5033115.15231616.50.910.64--1.29 Infection6463010.2406296.41.60^a^1.09--2.33 Mucositis596079.7285914.72.20^a^1.00--4.86 Nausea8566512.8636489.71.340.98--1.82 Vomiting8472811.58171611.31.040.78--1.38 Diarrhea11412609.09812447.90.980.60--1.61 Toxicity-related deaths6810696.45410525.11.240.89--1.74*RR* relative risk, *95 % CI* 95 % confidence interval^a^Significant

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

Our systematic review and meta-analysis showed that a triplet regimen was superior to a doublet regimen in terms of overall survival, progression-free survival, and objective response rate. However, hazard ratios were of limited clinical relevance and toxicity grades 3 and 4 were significantly higher in the triplet regimens.

The positive effects on OS of adding a fluoropyrimidine or a taxane to a doublet were based on a relatively large number of patients (\>500 patients), making the findings in these subgroups very robust. The favorable outcome of a triplet with cisplatin over a doublet was based on a smaller number of patients. Our results are in line with the previously published findings by Wagner *et al.* \[[@CR6]\] and are considered clinically relevant given the widespread use of fluoropyrimidine, taxane, and cisplatin containing triplets in routine practice in Europe \[[@CR16]--[@CR23]\].

This contrasts with our finding that the addition of an anthracycline to a doublet did not meet statistical significance for OS. Although the addition of anthracycline to the doublet showed an HR of 0.7, this was not significant and the number of included patients did not reach 200 in total. It should be noted that Wagner *et al.* reported a significant HR of 0.77 (95 % CI 0.62--0.95) for the addition of an anthracycline. This was based on three randomized trials, of which the largest study (81.7 % weight) investigated the comparison of an anthracycline-based triplet with a non-anthracycline-based triplet and showed a significant benefit for the anthracycline-based triplet. The other two included studies were small and compared a triplet *versus* a doublet but did not show significance. Based on Wagner's data, it may be concluded that an anthracycline-based triplet is superior to a non-anthracycline-based triplet, but based on our results, the true relevance of the addition of anthracyclines to a doublet is doubtful.

In previous meta-analyses, results of PFS and ORR have not been reported. We showed a significant improvement of the secondary endpoint PFS and ORR in favor of triplet chemotherapy, more specifically in the triplets adding a taxane and a taxane or fluoropyrimidine to the combination, respectively. Although in general in metastatic disease ORR is not considered to be the most robust outcome measure, in advanced esophagogastric cancer, ORR may be a clinically relevant end point, given the high symptom burden that patients may suffer from that may be alleviated by response to treatment \[[@CR1]\].

Substantial regional differences have been reported between Asian and non-Asian populations in presentation and subtypes of esophagogastric cancer. For example, in several Asian countries, patients present with early disease, whereas in Western countries the majority of patients present with advanced or metastatic disease \[[@CR24]\]. Secondly, while intestinal type of gastric cancer is more prevalent in Asian countries, diffuse gastric cancer is more common in non-Asian countries \[[@CR25]\]. Nevertheless, a sensitivity analysis excluding the trials conducted in Asia did not change our results. The sensitivity analysis on the basis of quality of studies in which we excluded the studies with unknown risk of bias may be very firm and can give an underestimation of the quality of the excluded studies. As the findings are consistent with those from the primary analysis, the credibility of our results is strengthened.

Finally, the sensitivity analysis excluding the trials that did not compare at least two identical compounds in both arms did not cause a relevant change of the resulting HR with reduced heterogeneity compared to the original analysis. Hence, the results of this comparison can be considered to be highly robust.

In general, toxicity was significantly higher in the triplet combinations compared to the doublet. In the context of palliative treatment, the degree of toxicity is an important aspect that should be taken into account. Hematologic toxicity has been shown to result in substantial psychological and economic burden \[[@CR26]\]. However, others have observed that in patients with advanced esophagogastric cancer, toxicity did not directly affect quality of life \[[@CR1]\]. Similarly, in a review in colorectal cancer, no correlation was noted between toxicity and quality of life \[[@CR27]\].

Although the survival of patients treated with a triplet significantly outweighed the survival of patients treated with a doublet, overall, the survival gain was modest with a hazard ratio of 0.90 of which the clinical relevance may be questioned \[[@CR28]\]. However, the benefits of specific triplets, such as fluoropyrimidine, cisplatin, or taxane-based triplets, were more convincing. It should be noted that in this analysis, the effect of second-line treatment has not been taken into consideration. Since second-line treatment has become an accepted standard of care \[[@CR29]--[@CR32]\], adding a third compound in the first line may have become less relevant and could be reserved for second-line or even third-line treatment. Indeed, sequential chemotherapy has been shown equally effective compared to combination-therapy patients with advanced colorectal cancer \[[@CR33]\]. However, in contrast to colorectal cancer, in advanced esophagogastric cancer, after progression a substantial part of patients may not be sufficiently fit to undergo second-line treatment \[[@CR4], [@CR9], [@CR34]\]. This underscores the relevance of clinical studies incorporating new cytotoxic agents into a triplet, which may be less toxic than currently used agents. For example, the currently recruiting ACTION trial assesses the feasibility of adding the new taxane nab-paclitaxel to the combination of capecitabine and oxaliplatin (clinicaltrials.gov NCT02273713).

Several strengths and limitations of this meta-analysis should be acknowledged. First, the findings regarding OS were very robust, demonstrated by the series of sensitivity analyses. Second, we defined subgroups on the basis of the third chemotherapy compound in order to examine the effect of the adding of a specific compound. However, caution is needed, when interpreting the beneficial effect of triplet *versus* doublet in terms of PFS because PFS was a secondary outcome in only a limited amount of studies. Moreover, the majority of included studies were phase II studies. Missing information regarding the PFS may under- or overestimate the gain in PFS. Second, toxicity was not uniformly scored which precluded extensive analysis. Third, quality of life was not a designated secondary outcome in most studies, and consequently, no recommendations could be made in this respect. Fourth, not all relevant sensitivity analyses could be conducted as planned, as only 28 % of the authors provided information to evaluate the risk of bias. Fifth, our meta-analysis is not based on individual patient data. Therefore, differences in individual baseline characteristics cannot be adjusted for.

In conclusion, addition of a fluoropyrimidine, cisplatin, or taxane to a doublet showed superior overall survival in first-line treatment of advanced esophagogastric cancer, at the cost, however, of higher toxicity. There is a need for new triplets with cytotoxic agents, which may be less toxic than the currently used regimens.
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